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Abstract. Computers and their interfaces are part of the spaces from which social reality emerges. They are indicators of direct and indirect cultural negotiations between the networks of production and consumption of these technologies. Technology is thus conceived as not only a product, but also as part of a cultural process of encoding and decoding. This implies a new concept of the Human-Computer relationship that breaks the prevalent idea of symmetry between human and computers as abstract information processing entities, i.e. it re-humanizes users as persons and re-locates computers and its interfaces as tools in real sociocultural settings. The paper briefly discusses the main theoretical strands that study the shaping of computer systems design and use by context and culture. These are Situated Action, the Semiotic perspective, Scenario-based Design, Activity theory, and the Systems-Management approach. Further, the role of ethnography, qualitative methods and intercultural studies are discussed as important contributors to a better understanding of the significance of context and culture in computer use and design. The Hermeneutic approach of Gadamer and Winograd and the idea of technology as interpretatively flexible text shaped by specific genres and tastes, serve as the main cornerstone of this discussion. A starting theoretical framework composed of three cultural dimensions (workplace, tool-related, and personal background) is proposed for researching the role of culture in systems and interface use and design. The main reflection from this discussion is that the question “Does this technology make sense for them?” is rarely made in pursuit of successful systems design. Therefore, the direction for research presented here tries to answer the question of how people situated in concrete cultural configurations make sense of computer systems.
1. Introduction
The design of interfaces for diverse cultural backgrounds has been an issue for developers, designers and researchers worldwide, especially over past decade. The expansion of a global market in which companies try to sell their products has not only become a matter of making cheap and powerful systems for broad or specific domains, but also of “fitting” the product to the cultural and social aspects of the context of use. This is a quite a logical and simple idea, but a difficult task to solve considering the richness of variations and realities in which interfaces will potentially operate. Our research interest is then oriented to answer the question of how people situated in concrete cultural configurations make sense of computer systems. This paper does not try to explain the several versions of culture, but to evoke reflection on this subject and the methodologies people use to give an account of it.
2. An Alternative Ontology
Computer and interfaces are part of the interstices from which social reality emerges, and are an integral part of a new form of machine which humans and technology cohabit in a self-organised system of webs (Deleuze and Guattari, 1997; Kennedy, 2000). These interstices are a metaphor for presenting the space surrounding interactions, namely a space of shared understanding and tradition. From this point of view, interaction engages humans, rather than humans engaging in interaction.
The challenge for the next generation of design is to move this same effectiveness - beyond the superficial structures of words and pictures into the domain generated by what people are doing when they manipulate those structures.( Winograd and Flores,1986, p.28)
By looking at this phrase It is easy to see that the traditional definition of Human Computer Interaction needs to be revised in terms of alternative ontological conceptions about the role of computers, its systems and interfaces (Winograd and Flores, 1986; Kuutti and Bannon, 1993; Escobar, 2000). A new concept is needed of the computer interface as a tool rather than an almost human “information processing entity” equal to the user. The users need to be re-humanised as people, and computers redefined as cultural reactive tools for everyday life. This means breaking the symmetric relationship of computer and humans as equivalent information processing entities on the same level. This is the traditional truth with which information processing cognitive science established the first paradigm of HCI research. Unfortunately, these premises have fallen short of helping developers to “capture” the essence and needs of users as real persons in their social settings.
The hermeneutic philosophy invoked by Winograd in the mid-1980’s calls for a deep analysis of spaces of pre-understanding in which people operate in their everyday lives. This pre-understanding accounts for the traditions in which we live: our culture, tacit beliefs, values and assumptions; it is the reality that is hard to get at first sight, but is there. Just by looking at symbols, rituals or customs will not be enough if we try to make sense of what people do with and expect from technology.                           
The interface is inevitably linked to the interpretations of its users, and this interpretation is fed by the cultural and symbolic spaces shared by them. If the interface is culturally “fitted”, then no breakdowns in the interactions of users with the system should appear, in fact, the interface would become “transparent” between the users and their object domain. Speaking in hermeneutical terms, this transparency is obtained thanks to the “ready-to-hand” knowledge embedded in the interface (Gadamer, 1975; Packer, 1985; Winograd and Flores, 1986). This readiness to hand can be understood as that knowledge that has an immediate use, but which is difficult to identify in our practices. Through that knowledge people can manage their actions, values and beliefs following the path that is “natural” and “true”. 
The computer-interface could become a tool of which people are not aware, they just use it. It only “exists” there and we use it as a hammer or as a car. But behind these ordinary things and actions of our everyday life, there is culture present in the form of tacit beliefs, values, symbols and discourse. These are not consciously examined by their “users” and represent a rich deposit of information for HCI researchers, evaluators and designers interested in configuring interfaces culturally. Moreover, this transparency affects and configures the context and the relations of people within it. At this point interactions are no longer with the interface or tool itself but with the domain of use, which can be consituted of any kind of actions or entities: professional tasks, communicating with others, or just “browsing” the Internet looking for information or entertainment. The interface would “appear” again when a new breakdown emerges or when users cannot accomplish some intended task. Following Winograd’s thoughts the “problem” is not “in” the machine but in the “user’s head”. 
The field of HCI should not be limited to the vision of humans interacting with computer trough the visible face of an interface, it needs to broaden its scope (Kuutti and Bannon, 1993). An alternative conception of interaction could move the focus from the internal processes of people, i.e. cognitive science, to the “space” around them, i.e. context. This mediating space is the interaction itself; a space of shared symbols and understanding that determines what people do, understand or value (Winograd and Flores, 1986; Carroll, 2000). This space is constantly changed by and at the same time changes the actors who are involved. And it is in this non-visible dimension of the interaction process where interfaces should be located as mediating elements immerse in the readiness-to-hand of  users’ reality. In this way the interface is no longer one of the ending points of the HCI metaphor, but a pivotal point which articulates the reality of users and at the same time is articulated by them.
3. What is culture and where does the mind the fit?
As a starting point, our concept of culture is shaped by our own culture. Many things can be said to be culture: nations, a level of instruction, the way people do things or the section of the newspaper that speaks about arts and the theatre. 
In the world of information systems, HCI and cognitive and management sciences the concept of culture might serve a very specific purpose, namely to predict what people with certain “traits” will do – or will use or buy - in given situations. The mission, then, is to test, measure, typify, quantify, catalogue them. There is no real attempt to understand how people construct culture and make sense of their lives and the things that surround them. This is easily understandable: from this point of view, culture is already there.
To define culture we could start from a very simple meta-model that divides culture into its visible, objective dimension and a subjective, tacitly shared space of agreement (Stewart and Bennet, 1991). This metamodel serves as a point of departure for authors like Edward Hall, David Victor (1992), Geert Hofstede (1991) and Fons Trompenaars (1993) for their so known cultural models (for a complete description of these see Hoft, 1996). Their models fulfil the following functions: 
	Edward T. Hall: determining what releases the right response rather than what sends the right message. Cultures will differ in terms of their conceptions of time, interaction speed and context influence in decoding communications.
	David Victor: determining which aspects of culture are most likely to affect communication specifically in a business setting.
	Geert Hofstede: determining the patterns of thinking, feeling, and acting that constitute culture as a mental program.
	Fons Trompenaars: determining how a group of people solves problems. His model is closely related to Hofstede’s, but oriented to corporate cultures across countries. 
Cultural models have a function and serve a purpose by identifying international variables (Hoft, 1996). This can be quite confuse since at the same time these variables are used to address “national cultures, corporate cultures, the cultural diversity of groups of users an so on as appropriate for your international user interface”(Hoft, 1996, p. 41). This discourse makes evident the prevalent association of culture with nations, which, I suggest, has been the main barrier to cross-cultural and intercultural understanding of interfaces and systems use.
All these deliberations and descriptions of culture, no matter how different, convey the underlying idea of culture as happening outside people, of being the whole corpus of external influences that program the mind, in Hofstede’s terms. This difference between mind and culture as separate entities is a legacy of the positivist philosophy of science. The allocation of Mind and the Individual to Psychology and Culture and Sociology and Anthropology seemed as a very logical and rational way to make sense with traditional positive science’s respected and unquestioned agenda.
This differentiation worked well for cognitive science to service Human Computer Interaction. On the one hand it provided models of human thought and action consistent with computational structures of information processing and reaction. On the other hand and more important, it gave HCI a sense of stability and security and the power to generate predictive models of user behaviour by isolating the user from the person (Grudin, 1993).  
Geertz (2000) questions this isolationist concept of the mind:
“…the fact that brain and culture coevolved, mutually dependent the one upon the other for their very realization, has made the conception of human mental functioning as a intrinsically determined intracerebral process, ornamented and extended, but hardly engendered by cultural devices- language, rite, technology, teaching, and the incest taboo- unsustainable… Our minds are not in our bodies but in the world.” (ibid., p. 205 )
For Geertz (1973) culture is “a web of meanings that man- himself - has spun”. This definition is significant for this proposal inasmuch as it provides focus to the sense-making processes that constitutes cultural forms, meanings and beliefs. On this line of thought, G.H. Mead (1934) asserts that interaction and the (re)creation and transformation of symbols (values and meanings) are the basis of the social world. From this perspective it could be said that culture and society are a product of human interaction. Understanding the practices by which these are achieved is the main condition if any real cultural study. The social sciences’ unit of study is then displaced from a summative collection and taxonomy of behaviours and material traits to the living space of collectively achieved meanings, its interpretation and function. 
The world is then studied in that very same place of meeting between the collective and the individual, a space of interpretation and interaction that requires both of our minds and bodies as constituted selves. As Lucy Suchmann (1987) explains recalling Mead:
“What Mead is working toward is not a characterisation of the natural world simpliciter, but of the natural world under interpretation, or the world as construed by us through language…the social world… interaction is a condition for that world, while that world is a condition for intentional action.” (ibid., p.56)
These ideas have also important implications for the concept of agency.. In positivistic science, agency has been seen as a separate phenomenon from social and cultural processes that has allowed cognitive science oriented HCI theorists (Nielsen, 1993; Shneiderman, 1998) to generate certain heuristics about the best, universal way of interacting with computers. These principles are learnability, consistency and feedback, among others.
 In contrast, there is a cultural psychology vision of agency based in sociologists and philosophers like Durkheim, Marx, Boas and Bhaskar that states that agency 
…depends upon cultural processes for its realisation, forms culture, and has a cultural form. Agency is the active element of culture. Being a cultural phenomenon means that agency is a historical project which must be realised through humanising society.(Ratner, 2000. p.1)
The above lines are relevant to usability engineering principles insofar as they question the mentioned universal heuristics of HCI linking them to a specific western cultural horizon, leaving an open mind for other principles rooted in different cultural traditions. At the same time they replace an old “clear” theoretical borderline between cognitive and social sciences with an integral consideration of mental models and culture as a whole in HCI research (Gobbin, 1998).                              
4. Different Cultures, different theories, the same problem:
While internationalisation could be measured in terms of language, writing styles, date and time formats, grammar, measures, currency, icons and interaction protocols, among others, a growing necessity has also emerged trying to give account of the user’s context of interaction (Hughes, King et al., 1994; Kjar and Madsen, 1995; Mrazek and Dray, 1996; Wixon, 1996; El-Shinawy and Vinze, 1997; Bourges-Waldegg and Scrivener, 2000). By talking about context there is a traditional consideration of the physical setting of use and the constraints inherent to it. However, the concept of context should embrace the users’ shared background and pre-understanding in which they ground their actions, computer mediated or otherwise (Winograd and Flores, 1986). In addition to regular international usability procedures (Nielsen, 1993; Nielsen, 1996), there have been attempts to apply alternative theories and models of context and culture to inform systems and interface design and evaluation (Hughes, King et al., 1994; Cooper, Hine et al., 1995; Appelt, 1996; Connolly, 1996; Hoft, 1996; Mrazek and Dray, 1996). 
The following perspectives have in common to some extent the ideas that the application of internal cognitive models are not enough for implementing successful systems and interfaces; that users do vary across cultures and contexts.
4.1. The Hofstede’s paradigm: national and organizational cultures in figures
Although his research was not primarily addressed to resolve the cultural issue in systems implementation, his studies have served as “a model to follow”. The main reasons of his success are due to the elaboration of universal cultural dimensions that can be found and measured across nations: power distance, masculinity-femininity, individualism-collectivism and uncertainty avoidance. “National” cultures would vary, then, on the basis of the aforementioned “fundamental” values. He provided a methodological and statistical procedure to measure culture and express it in scales (for a complete definition of these categories please see Hofstede, 1991). For Hofstede (1991) culture is a set of patterns of thinking, feeling, and potential acting called, by him, mental programs or collective programming of the mind. He asserts that in spite of people’s diversity there is a structure that serves as a basis for mutual understanding.

Later between 1985 and 1986 Hofstede(1991) ran a cross-organizational study among 10 different organizations belonging to the “same” national culture. In this case cultures would vary according to practices instead of values. The descriptive dimensions of the these practices are (1)process oriented vs. results oriented, (2) employee oriented vs. job oriented, (3) parochial vs. professional, (4) open systems vs. closed systems, (5) loose control vs. tight control and (6) normative vs. pragmatic. This study represented an implicit recognition that culture is much more complex phenomenon than originally assumed by his first studies. At the same time, the introduction of qualitative methods for the first time in this second study tried to address this complexity.

This positivistic account of culture worked out to be very attractive in the management and corporate world, since it provides a concrete formula for predicting “cultural behaviours” and ready-made solutions to marketing products internationally. Much of the internationalisation and localisation industry discourse is based on the Hofstede’s model. The data is amenable to be presented in graphs, charts and logic models, which are very much like the “language” of the business world.
4.2. Situated actions and knowledge: context and scenarios
One of the main distinctive features of the approaches grouped in this section is its critical consideration of the context and the meaningful sense of actions provided by the situation and its contingencies. In this perspective the vision of pre-established and predictive models and given objective sociocultural structures determining action is banned. One of the main proponents of this field is Lucy Suchmann (1987). Her ideas were published almost simultaneously with Winograd’s book (Winograd and Flores, 1986) Understanding Computers and Cognition. Both authors wrote about the role of Artificial Intelligence and Interactive Systems in the light of a new alternative paradigm. Curiously, these works coincide with the fact that systems should be made interpretatively flexible accounting for the context of users. And it is precisely the neglect from HCI cognitive logical models to recognize contingent situations in specific contexts and traditions that has made computers designs not supportive of heterogeneous user groups and conditions.  
	Suchmann’s proposal was named by her Situated Action:
The term underscores the view that every course of action depends in essential ways upon its material and social circumstances. Rather than attempting to abstract action away from its circumstances and represent it as a rational plan, the approach is to study how people use their circumstances to achieve intelligent action. (1987,p. 50) 
	If Winograd based his work in an alternative ontology “translating” Heidegger’s work and Hermeneutics into computer science, Suchmann took one step forward along this line of thought into a more practical sociological perspective called Ethnometodology for the study of human-computer interaction. Its basic premises are…
…first, that what traditional behavioral sciences take to be cognitive phenomena have an essential relationship to a publicly available, collaboratively organized  world of artifacts and actions, and secondly, that the significance of artifacts and actions, and the methods by which their significance is conveyed, have an essential relationship to their particular, concrete circumstances.(Ibid., p. 50) 

A critical idea within the situated action perspective to systems design, is the idea of a non-symmetrical relationship between humans and interactive systems already indicated on above lines. Human-Computer behavior cannot be designed, planned or foreseen on the basis of rigid cognitive-logical plans. Alternative procedures of design more situated and centered on users and their context is the main invitation of Suchmann’s work. Trying to capture the complex arguments of the situated action perspective it could be said that plans are not denied at all but seen as set of representations that serve as resources for responding to the contingencies of action. The significance of activities and its shape will always be indexical to their unique conditions and circumstances. Drawing on her classic example, we could say that a map is a resource for a traveler, but in anyway will control the traveler’s action.

One of the more concrete methodological strategies to system design based on the situatedness of actions and the changing requirements of users is the scenario-based design proposal (Carroll, 2000). "Designers are not just making things: they are making sense"(Carroll, 2000, p.55)”: with this phrase Carroll indicates the high variability of circumstances of use and design that designers and their stakeholders need to face for a successful work. The best way of understanding the possible contingencies of a situation is by creating potential scenarios of use in which users are going to be interacting with the system under real life situations. At the same time there is a recognition that many constraints in design originate in the organizational structures within which design work is embedded. Carroll is not the only one in stating this (Cooper, Hine et al., 1995; Carroll, 2000; Mackay, Carne et al., 2000; Krunbholz and Maiden, 2001).

In few words we could say that scenarios are concrete proposals that can be evaluated by the designers. They could be seen as plans in the sense expressed by Suchmann (1987), namely as interpretative resources for action that remain at a certain level of roughness or vagueness precisely to configure the details of each unique context of systems use. As interpretative resources scenarios could guide original design solutions to particular settings of technology consumption.
4.3. Meanings, Interfaces and computers: the semiotic approach
An alternative research approach that explores in a more overt way the issue of culture is the so-called semiotic approach(Bourges-Waldegg and Scrivener, 1998; Bourges-Waldegg and Scrivener, 2000; French and Smith, 2000; Onibere, Morgan et al., 2001). This perspective is centred in aspects of the interface that are subject to interpretation, namely icons, headings, text and pictures. There is an important attention to the phenomena of indexicality of language. In this case the context of use and the users’ culture are accounted for as sources of meaning. Context and culture are seen as a problem of matching meanings rather than as an issue of interaction style or artifact use in a given sociocultural setting and history. Culture is important inasmuch as it provides the framework for reading interfaces.

The notions of shared context, representation and meaning appear as central to this method, which tries to improve interface's cultural usability problems. The search for spaces of common agreement among the user population is the main requirement for usable interfaces. One of this perspectives is called MIMA (Meaning in mediated action) presented by Bourges-Waldegg and Schrivener (1998) This approach is easy to deploy and suitable for effective adaptation of interfaces, but might be troublesome in highly complex heterogeneous cultural environments (Bourges-Waldegg and Scrivener, 2000; Onibere, Morgan et al., 2001). The SMDF (shared meaning design framework) is another methodology already in use to solve cross-cultural issues of interface use, especially in Web settings for e-commerce (French and Smith, 2000). Both the MIMA and SMDF methodologies convey a very similar elicitation procedure, in which an evaluation and analysis of intended and transmitted meanings is done to assess the quality of the interface.
4.4. Grasping the context in Computer-Mediated activity: Activity Theory
As already seen, context is critical for understanding the role of systems and its interfaces both in design and evaluation and in use. A theoretical framework that establishes a broad concept of context enfolding internal (psychological and learning) and external (material, social and cultural) factors of human action could be very helpful for HCI research.  This framework is known as Activity Theory and has already been used by some HCI researchers (Kuutti and Bannon, 1993; Nardi, 1996; Gobbin, 1998; Kaptelini, Nardi et al., 1999).

This study of the context’s social dynamics and cultural influence helps to give an account of the whole activity’s situation and direction towards an object (this being a person, a physical entity or a social/cultural goal). In this way, the whole activity, as a system, is the relevant context of study for HCI.

According to this theory an activity is composed of a subject (individuals or group), objects (in the sense of objectives), artifacts, actions, and operations. Obviously, all this happens in an environment that includes physical and sociocultural elements that shape the whole situation. Moreover, a consideration of the historical process of the activity, including the role of artifacts is taken into account. The treatment of tools as mediating rather than the ending point of the HCI model contributes to the asymmetric relationship between humans and computer that is argued in this work. In this way computers and its interfaces are seen as functional organs articulating the individuals’ motives and intentions in a context shaped by external forces of material and social nature (Kaptelini, 1996).  

Activity theory places great emphasis on consciousness when talking about actions and unconsciousness when talking about operations. Operations are required to carry out actions and become routinized and unconscious with time and practice. The same action can be executed with different operations depending on the environmental conditions. Accordingly, the same activity can be accomplished with diverse actions depending on physical, social and cultural aspects of the context. 

As a number of HCI theorists and researchers already state (Nardi, 1996; Gobbin, 1998; Kaptelini, Nardi et al., 1999; Honold, 2000), Activity Theory provides a concrete start-up structure to explore the sociocultural context of work and use in relation to computer artifacts. Its structure is not a dichotomic structure in any way. The subject-(artifact)-object model should be seen as what is happening in the nodes of a big network constituted by a history, a social organization and a culture.
5.	The role of ethnography in systems’ design and use
The ethnographic strategy has been traditionally invoked as the flag of alternative HCI studies. Many theoretical frameworks and HCI researchers from diverse perspectives have used ethnography as the main or complementary method underpinning their work (Hughes, King et al., 1994; Shapiro, 1994; Blomberg, 1995; Cooper, Hine et al., 1995; Hughes, King et al., 1995; Rose, Shneideman et al., 1995; Mrazek and Dray, 1996; Wixon, 1996; Mackay, Carne et al., 2000).

The main objective of ethnography is to understand and describe culture or in Geertz (1973) words: “is like trying to read (in the sense of construct a reading of) a manuscript- foreign, faded, full of ellipses, incoherencies, suspicious emendations, and tendentious commentaries, but written not in conventionalized graphs of sound but in transient examples of shaped behavior”. (ibid., p. 10)

The use of ethnography in HCI research has proven to be very effective in that it not only gives a description but an interpretation of the life and activities of those distant and not-so distant others. The main reason for its fame in HCI world is that it tries to cover what questionnaires and traditional laboratory experiments cannot do: understand the context by being there. Therefore, one of the main conditions for ethnography is the development of field studies. The rationale for ethnography is HCI relies in the fact that “to remove an activity from its everyday seeing is to alter it in fundamental ways” (Lave, 1988). 

In HCI and CSCW sometimes the terms ethnometodology and ethnography are usually used interchangeably. But, formally speaking, ethnography could be seen as a general methodological strategy practiced by individuals with varying theoretical and analytical perspectives. Ethnometodology could be placed inside ethnography, but it belongs to a very particular academic perspective, which is very much in line with Suchmann’s (1987) proposal:

The methodology of interest to ethnomethodologists, in other words, is not their own, but that deployed by members of the society in coming to know, and making sense out of, the everyday world of talk and action. (ibid.,p.57)
6. Contrasting visions
The discourse of internationalisation and localisation has been centred on the question: should we localise, globalise or internationalise? (Smith and Dunckley, 1998). Each of them has functional implications on design in terms of adaptation. However, this practical consideration leaves the cultural question unanswered: why do people from different cultures react in different ways to technology? Much of the research discourse in culture and systems use has been oriented to adapt tools rather than create for (Nielsen, 1996; El-Shinawy and Vinze, 1997; Ishida, 1998; Smith and Dunckley, 1998; Dunckley, Hall et al., 1999; French and Smith, 2000). The scientific criteria used to make these decisions rely in cultural models based in the measurement and comparison of quantifiable factors across cultures. From a marketing/business point of view this discourse has been widely accepted. After all, percentages, tables, charts and profits drive the business world.

This tendency to employ ready made cultural models, such as that of Hofstede (1991), carry, though, some implicit risks. The dangers of researching culture following these models, is that we can override qualitative specific dimensions that don't fit certain pre-established parameters for knowing and understanding culture. A good example of this is a study made in a Group Support System framework (El-Shinawy and Vinze, 1997). In this case there was a flawed prediction of the cultural behavior of a user group following Hofstede's (1991) model, which shows it might not always be a reliable tool for getting a deeper view in the understanding of each culture

The very idea of Model might sound constraining in cases in which little empirical work has been done regarding certain specific cultural contexts. The El-Shinawy and Vinze (1997) case makes a good case for the application of new approaches to users’ cultural dimensions. One partial way of addressing this is through cultural semiotic studies (Kuutti and Bannon, 1993; Bourges-Waldegg and Scrivener, 2000; Onibere, Morgan et al., 2001), which locate the problem of cultural “fitting” to a matter of meaning-matching (e.g. understanding and liking icons and words) between the interface and the users minds. Obviously, there is a clear reference to the cultural context, but not in terms of speech acts as social practices departing from concrete cultural traditions (Gadamer, 1975; Winograd and Flores, 1986; Harré, 1993). A new research paradigm should seek to explore the very same space of intersection between the culture generated by the workplace or context of use (Bodker and Strandgaard, 1991), including the interface as culturally shaped and shaper, and the diverse cultural backgrounds of users. 

Activity theory may serve to the purposes of avoid using pre-established cultural descriptive models to replace them with another kind of models: ones that would look for context’s relevant aspects shaping computer-mediated activity instead of expecting to find, to a certain extent, some given objective structures. This theory’s heavy emphasis in conscious processes seems to be opposed to the hermeneutical proposition in which Winograd is based (Winograd and Flores, 1986). His “throwness in the world”, when speaking about users, implies that a tacit, not very conscious dimension of knowledge and values is “guiding” the situation, which is expected to have “sense” inside a shared symbolic space. Any aspect of this knowledge will become conscious when something doesn’t make sense, in our case, an interface breakdown altering the activity that links a person to his/her objectives in the surrounding life world. Situated action approaches, in turn, (Suchmann, 1987) complement the idea of knowledge (either conscious or not) as the interaction driving force by focusing in the influence of the specific situation’s circumstances. Clear limitations of activity theory recognized by his followers (Kaptelini, 1996; Kaptelini, Nardi et al., 1999) are that it was a theory developed inside psychology serving different interests. It was created for the study of individuals, even though, Engestrom (1987) translates the notion from an individual subject to a collective subject with all the inclusions of the social it may bring. As a good thing for HCI, this theory gives a broad model for covering from the minimal operational details until high level issues of social and cultural nature. From this standpoint the social is always seen as influencing or shaping the individual, but not as a constitutive part for the phenomena the theory studies. The conception of artifacts as culturally embedded in practices along a historical perspective (Kaptelini, 1996) fills an empty space in HCI research. This idea establishes a strong connection with recent trends in material culture and intercultural studies (Roth, 2001).       

The situated action approach has been heavily criticized by activity theory followers (Nardi, 1996). Their main point of attack is the claim that Suchmann’s proposal is useless since it denies plans as structures for actions, and that without a certain order it would be not possible to inform design effectively.  I think this critique has not been very well grounded at all. As already said, plans can serve as interpretative resources to guide us in the contingencies of situations. Knowing the repertoire of interpretative resources and identifying the cultural sources of these could lead to a rich understanding of cultural dimensions relevant to HCI. 

The following perspective is partly drawn from most of the ideas in the context-oriented perspectives already presented, but also tries to draw a more complete picture of the sociocultural encoding and decoding process of technology.
7. The metaphor of technology as text – the politics of meaning
Culture is not only about what people say, think or express, is also the material dimension that frames and mediates what people do.  Objects of any nature have built into them symbolic values that serve as identificational links with shared cultural spaces (Bodker and Strandgaard, 1991; Roth, 2001). These could be illustrated in the common sense world with the typical national dresses, the emblematic Mercedes as a German symbol of progress, the British Tea and so on and so forth.

By “getting into” different cultures we could be amazed with the way Japanese people behave in a dinner or find ourselves in a, for some people, “uncomfortable” situation by entering a gay bar. The intercultural situation makes more salient cultural traits (ours and theirs) not usually visible in everyday life situations. All this is also true for information technologies.

Information technologies might serve as a functional medium of communication while at the same time their design impinge upon messages a special meta-content and style of communication (Mc Luhan, 1967; Kaptelini, 1996; Roth, 2001). This is particularly true for technologies that transcend and traverse cultural boundaries like the World Wide Web and shared interfaces typical of CSCW (Grudin, 1994). 

Systems and interfaces in their condition of technical artifacts are not culturally neutral. Roth (2001) expresses this issue very well:

…the expectation that the similarity or identity of the object world denotes similar or identical behaviors and values…(particularly of Western Countries) takes the visible surface for the essence and considers the technical world a “culture-free space” can become a serious barrier for the acceptance of otherness and for the adequate handling of cultural difference. (ibid.,p.572)
	
Bredin (1996), Howes (1996) and Miller (1998) have carried research on this theme in which evidence is found to support the process of artifacts’ integration in the everyday life of consumers in ways different than intended by its producers. Supposed global products go trough a creative process of use and interpretation that will differ to some extent with its built-in meanings and uses.

In the light of these comments Woolgar (1991) and Mackay, Carne et al. (2000) have done research about computers and systems as interpretatively flexible. This means that there is not only a process of encoding or production, but also a process of decoding. Both producers and consumers have their own interpretation of the machine, what it is for and what it can do. Mackay asserts that “just as the meaning of a written text is not a property of the text, so too the character of technology is not determined by its technical structure” (2000.,p.750). The role of technology as interpretatively flexible is not a new insight, it’s been in discussion for almost twenty years (Winograd and Flores, 1986; Suchmann, 1987). Computers and interfaces are subject to interpretations grounded in the cultural frameworks of its users. This belief is based in concrete philosophical traditions (Wittgenstein, 1953; Gadamer, 1975; Ricoeur, 1979).  These interpretations, in turn, are part of a configuration process coming from users to designers. These phenomena are known as the social shaping of technology (Woolgard, 1991; Cooper, Hine et al., 1995; Mackay, Carne et al., 2000; Nissembaum, 2001) Basically it refers to the process of how consumers of technology drive, to a certain extent, the (re)design of specific technologies. Much of this research strand coincides and is inspired in the work during the 70’s and 80’s of the Centre for Contemporary Cultural Studies of the University of Birmingham in audience ethnographies(Morley, 1992).   

But this interpretative flexibility comes into question if we consider the “preferred readings or uses” of technology encoded by developers intentionally or unintentionally from concrete cultural traditions. The discussion then turns into an issue of meaning struggles trying to discover which cultural flows and frameworks have more influence in the use and reading of technology: those brought up by developers and which are present in technology or those drawn by users? A common sense answer to this question would be that this is a process of negotiation, which varies depending on the context. These very same hypotheses, but in relation to a different technology (TV), are explored and discussed by Morley (1992) in his famous ethnographic research about the 70’s BBC’s program Nationwide. He did group interviews to audiences from different sociocultural backgrounds  (working class, managers and college students, among others) after watching specific editions of these programs. Differences were found in how the people would interpret the programs depending on the “compatibility” of their cultural frameworks (symbolic universes) with those represented and/or intended by television producers: readings within the “dominant” ideology present in the program, negotiated readings accepting partially the “preferred” reading, generating alternative complementary interpretations and oppositional readings.    These studies about encoding/decoding were inspired in earlier works from Stuart Hall (1973). He was very interested in the “power” of text to evoke certain readings and block others.

Ten years after the study David Morley (1992) compiled the main critiques, limitations and recommendations of his work into very interesting insights for cultural studies in general and this includes its HCI branch. Moores (1993) also followed on Morley’s work and elaborated deeply the role of ethnography and qualitative methods in doing audience research. The main relevance of these insights are based mainly in (1) a consideration of text as genres, giving equal or more importance to style (form) than to content (embedded ideologies in the text), and (2) a more situated research in the natural real context of target audiences, instead of guessing who would like what. These recommendations came from findings in which audience comments were made more on the basis of presentation style and form than in the deep symbolic message the program conveyed. Also the methodological practice of bringing people to specific locations to conduct interviews proved not to be very convenient. Some of these persons were presented with material they would rarely see in their regular everyday lives. Therefore, they wouldn’t have the required “cultural codes” to give suitable and relevant account of these texts. The process of decoding, then, is broken into more complex processes (Moores, 1993) of not only acceptance or rejection, but also, first, of relevance/irrelevance and comprehension/incomprehension of the basic “signs” of the text.  

Clearly television programs are not the same that computer systems and interfaces, but the importation to HCI of some of the methods and strategies might be fruitful because they have a longer and very well gained experience in determining relevant cultural dimensions. Moreover, I feel here are some of the keys for arriving to an integral understanding of the role of context and culture in HCI. The next section provides a framework to embark on research following insights gained from this discussion. 
8. Conclusions
Hermeneutics (Winograd and Flores, 1986), Situated Action (Suchmann, 1987), semiotics (Bourges-Waldegg and Scrivener, 1998; French and Smith, 2000; Onibere, Morgan et al., 2001) and Activity Theory (Leont'ev, 1978; Nardi, 1996) have two important elements in common: central  to each is the role of context and the situation of interfaces and computers as mediating “culturally meaningful” tools in our interaction with the world. Hermeneutics situates the context as a semiconscious transparent force that shapes our actions, Activity theory emphasizes in intentionality and conscious processes. SMDF,MIMA and situated action are sort of in a half-way between the unconscious and the conscious. I think that our everyday interactions span this continuum. In any case, further research is required to document the property of technology as interpretatively flexible as well as the cultural frameworks originating the representations (symbols, meanings and values) that articulate this process.

My own research agenda is then interested in the process of encoding and decoding or interpretation of technology and how this is shaped by the cultural spaces to which people are related. As a starting point I suggest the following cultural spaces as possible sources of these processes:

a)	Previous cultural background: this space represents general beliefs, values and perceptions toward the use of technology brought up by the user when facing the interface or system for the first time. This background is originated from all the subcultures, familiar and personal experiences.

b)	Workplace culture: this space represents all the symbols, norms, values and beliefs that, in our case, regulate or shape the deign and use of technological tools in situ as part of a larger systems of activities.

c)	Tool-related culture (or the study of technological genres): it refers to the cultural domain generated and represented by similar tools in similar contexts,. .e.g. the Amazon web-site originated a very exemplar model of “how to do e-shopping” that could be present in our minds at the moment of buying something in the web. Traditional cognitive HCI theorists would call it “mental models” about the use of the tool. I see it more as interpretative resources in which there are not only operative knowledge but also values full of meanings and feelings. 

The success of obtaining cultural evidence and suitable design of systems and interfaces should then be centered on two aspects:

a)	The cultural symbols (styles and meanings) represented in the encoding of systems and interfaces. Research should unconceal both the intentionality and unawareness of developers in reproducing cultural forms, discourses and ideologies.
b)	Understanding the decoding process as a staged phenomenon divided in the giving of relevance/irrelevance, comprehension/incomprehension of signs and symbols and, finally, deep interpretation generating acceptance of rejection of technology. To look for intercultural scenarios of production and consumption to augment cultural contrasts.
   
Regular usability studies take users off their natural contexts exploring only the semiotic (if you like) aspects of interfaces, namely trying to find whether they are usable or not.  Explorations about the relevance and interpretation of the whole system for the person (not the user) in her habitat are not usually considered. In other words, the question “Does this make sense for them?” is rarely made. Therefore, it could be said that sociocultural frameworks shape two dimensions: the usability of the tool and the social construction and acceptability of it. No matter how good an interface can be, if it’s not socially accepted – if it doesn’t make sense- for whatever reasons, few people will use it and it will fail.

The simple use of semi-structured interviews or surveys will not be enough to give a full account of sociocultural dimensions, because most times it won’t be easy to elicit the transparent, tacit systems of meanings by which users interact and interpret (Suchmann, 1987). Ethnographic direct field observation is always critical to get a good interpretation of “what is happening” in the context. 

These lines intend to draw an outline of some theoretical frameworks for redefining the Human-Computer Interaction metaphor and situate it in a broader sociocultural context. The task is, then, to know how persons make sense of the technology they design and use, their ethnomethods. The idea of cultures as given structures should be reversed to the idea of culture as a sense-making process. Taking the conceptualisation of interaction in a less mechanical, dichotomic approach and locating computers, systems and interfaces in the shared symbolic spaces of interactants –users, developers, designers, evaluators - and not only inside their rational minds, should influence all attempts at making culturally suitable interfaces and systems. 
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